Call for
Summer Digital Humanities Technical Assistance Grants
For TAMU Faculty and Staff

The IDHMC is accepting applications for summer technical consultation and support for digital humanities projects. These grants give those who are working on projects the time of DH experts who can help with:

- developing online scholarly communities;
- developing archive and data sites;
- selecting software and initial training;
- directing research related to the digital humanities (environmental scans, ontology development);
- consulting on how to effectively manage the project; and
- supporting all of this work.

Awards will be given in terms of numbers of staff hours allotted to the project. Applicants are expected to have performed some initial research into project needs and appropriate technologies, and applications will be evaluated on the basis of: clearly articulated project goals, feasibility given the limited duration of the grant term, and appropriateness given the IDHMC's mission and areas of expertise.

Two page applications (+ bibliography) are **due April 10th**.

Applications must include:
- project description;
- assessment of project's relationship to existing digital scholarship (please provide a bibliography);
- project needs, including specific project goals with deadlines that would be met through the granted time this summer 2015.

Successful applications will demonstrate PI's knowledge of basic digital humanities methods and practices, and must demonstrate basic knowledge of comparable projects.

Please submit to [idhmc@tamu.edu](mailto:idhmc@tamu.edu)

Notification of awards will be made by April 24th at the latest.